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Abstract 
We define a class of functions, the descent recursive functions, relative to an arbitrary 
elementary recursive system of ordinal notations. By means of these functions, we provide 
a general technique for measuring the proof-theoretic strength of a variety of systems of 
first-order arithmetic. We characterize the provable well-orderings and provably recursive 
functions of these systems, and derive various conservation and equiconsistency results. 
0. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to provide careful measurements of the strengths of 
various systems of arithmetic in a very general setting which will be applicable in 
a wide variety of contexts. In particular, we emphasize a uniform way to characterize 
the provably recursive functions and provable well-orderings of these systems. We 
obtain general theorems which provide both alternative proofs of known results for 
well-known systems and new results with applications in other situations (e.g., see 
C71). 
Much of what we do will look familiar to proof theorists. Indeed, in some sections 
we may seem to supply too much detail on apparently routine material. This precision 
is intentional; since we are emphasizing careful measurement of the complexity of 
various notions, we must demonstrate that certain operations which are usually 
handled by appeal to abstract induction can in fact be handled effectively. Such 
knowledge allows these arguments to be carried out under very weak assumptions, 
which in turn permits the flexibility and generality of these methods. 
There are several predecessors for this text. For a thorough discussion of hierarchies 
of functions, see [S]. Our approach to proof theory, and in particular our concern for 
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obtaining careful ordinal bounds on the height of proofs during cut elimination, in 
many ways resemble those of Tait [8] and Mints [2]. Although most of our work here 
is self-contained, a general introduction to proof theory, including discussion in 
passing of some of the issues on which we concentrate, can be found in the books of 
Schtitte [6] and Takeuti [9]. Finally, we would like to thank Jon Pearce for providing 
some helpful notes on an early version of some of this material. 
0.1. Notational conventions 
We use a, b, c, . . . and u, p, y, . . . for natural numbers; the latter style is used when 
the numbers are viewed as part of an ordinal notation system. Frequently s and 
t represent terms in various languages. When n denotes a natural number, ti is the 
canonical term in the language under consideration which denotes that number. 
When t is a term, val(t) is the (natural number) value of t under the canonical 
interpretation. Terms s, t, etc. are often implicitly assumed to be closed terms (no free 
variables) in contexts where the rules of the system clearly require it. We use A, B, . . . 
for formulas, again often tacitly assumed to be sentences in contexts which require it, 
and F, A for finite sets of sentences. (We also use A in other contexts for a fixed subset 
of natural numbers; there will be no occasion for confusion.) If A is a formula, 
x a variable, and t a term, then A(x/t) is the result of replacing all free occurrences of 
x in A by t; we never use this notation in situations in which t is not substitutable for x. 
We use a metatheory, elementary function arithmetic (EFA), in a language with 
0, 1, +, -, E (exponentiation), <, whose axioms are 
(1) the usual recursion axioms for +, -, E, <, 
(2) induction on A,, formulas with free variables. 
All arguments which we present will be formalizable in EFA, unless explicitly noted 
otherwise. 
1. Descent recursive functions 
Definition 1.1. An elementary recursive ordinal notation system (ERONS) is a structure 
(A, 4, +,-, ox) such that 
(i) A is an infinite elementary recursive subset of w. 
(ii) 4 is an elementary recursive ordering of A. 
(iii) +, - are binary, and ox is unary, elementary recursive functions on A, not 
necessarily defined everywhere. 
(iv) (A, (, +,-, w’) satisfies “all the usual order and algebraic properties” of an 
initial segment of ordinals: 
(a) There is a least element, denoted 0. If any element other than 0 has no 
immediate predecessor, then there is a least such, denoted o. 
(b) Every element, except the maximum element if one exists, has an immediate 
successor; let S(a) denote the successor of c1 and let 1 denote S(0). 
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(c) If ~1’ 9 a, fi’ $ p, and o! + p is defined, then LY’ + fi’ is defined and 
a’ + fi’ e o! + /3. In the following, let t N s mean that terms t and s are either 
both undefined or else both defined and equal. 
(d) c( + 0 is defined, and c1+ 0 = 0. 
(e) c( + S(p) N S(cc + /?) (and so in particular c( + 1 N S(U)). 
(f) If fl 3 0 has no immediate predecessor, then c( + fl 2: sup(a + y 1 y G /I}. 
(g) + is associative. 
(h) Ifcr’8cc,B’~~,anda.pisdefined,thencc’.B’isdefinedanda’.P’Bx.8. 
(i) a.Oandcr.1 aredefined;a.O=Oandcc*l =r. 
(j) IX.@ + y) 2: IX+P + 0l.y. 
(k) If fl 3 0 has no immediate predecessor, then ~1. /3 ‘v sup {CI - y 1 y G /?}. 
(1) - is associative. 
(m) If there is no element >O with no immediate predecessor, then ox is 
everywhere undefined. Otherwise, the remaining rules apply. 
(n) If Co B 51 and ua is defined, then aa’ is defined and w”’ 8 o’. 
(0) o” and w1 are defined; o” = 1 and o1 = o. 
(P) &+B N cY.0) B . 
(q) If tl 3 0 has no immediate predecessor, then W* N sup{o’ 1 y G a}. 
(v) Let n denote the nth element in the ordering of A. Then the correspondence n c, ii 
is elementary in both directions. 
(vi) For every tl, there is a unique expansion a = ~~81 + ... + wfln, pi 3 . . . 2 fl,, 
(Cantor normal form), and the correspondence c(c) (pi, . . . , fin) is elementary. 
(vii) There are no infinite elementary c-descending sequences in A. 
Elements of A will often be referred to as ordinals. 
Some comments on this definition: These conditions apply to any of the 
ordinal notation systems standardly considered in proof theory. It is important 
to emphasize that there is no requirement that G be an actual well-ordering 
of A, but only that there ‘be no elementary infinite descending sequences; the 
precise axiomatic formulation of clause (vii) will be discussed in Section 4. If 
in fact A is well-ordered by G, then the conditions in (iv) uniquely determine 
the usual functions +, -, 13 defined as far as possible on the recursive ordinal 
to which (A, K) is isomorphic. Finally, this definition differs in considerable detail 
from that stated in [7]; the differences in definition will not affect any of the principal 
results. 
We will often use the ordinal function a H k”, where k is a natural number ~2. 
This function can be computed in an ERONS using the usual rules for exponentiation, 
Cantor normal form representation, and the equations 
k’“’ = wwp for /3 B o, 
k”‘+’ = oW” for 0 G n c 0, 
k” = co. 
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Using Cantor normal form, we can also define the natural sum tl0 b, which is 
commutative and monotone in both a and /I (see [6, p. 1051). If B is a finite set of 
ordinals, CBEB 0 /? will denote the natural sum of its elements. 
We define a class of functions which can be computed by a process of “counting 
down” through the ordinals of an ERONS. 
Definition 1.2. Let /?E A. Then A, = {cl~A 1 a 4 /.I} and dg = the restriction of 4 
to A,. 
Definition 1.3. Let h be a binary function into A,. Then count-h(m) = the least n such 
that 
h(m, n) Q h(m, n + 1). 
Count-h is called a count function. 
Definition 1.4. f = DR(g, h) if 
f(m) = g(m, count-h(m)). 
Definition 1.5. The p-descent recursive (j?-DR)finctions are all functions of the form 
f= DR(g, h), where g and h are elementary and h maps into A,. Denote the class of 
such functions by DR(A, 8). Then the class of descent recursive functions over A is 
DR(A) = u DR(A, /?). 
BEA 
A formal computation of a function in DR(A, fi) according to the definition given is 
a b-descent recursion. 
We emphasize that if a function is in DR(A), then there is some fixed bound in 
A below which all counting takes place. A function whose computation requires 
counting down in A with arbitrarily high starting points would be descent recursive 
over an ordering whose length is length(A) + 1. Conversely, the following terminol- 
ogy will sometimes be useful. 
Definition 1.6. f is G fi-DR iff is a-DR for some LX G /?. 
Lemma 1.7. Suppose fi , f2 are /?I -DR, fi2-DR, respectively. If p1 + /& is dejined, then 
fi Ofi is (PI + #4)-DR. 
Proof. The essence of a computation of fi 0 f2(n) is to count down through a copy of 
Ap2 to compute fi(n), and then to continue counting down through a lower copy of 
Ap, to compute fi(f2(n)). The process can be formalized as follows. 
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Let f;:(n) = gi(n, Count-hi(n)) for i = 1,2. Let 
h(M) = 
i 
PI + h,(M) if Vi <j h2(n, i) 3 hz(n, i + l), 
hl(g2(n, k), j - k - 1) otherwise, 
where k = (least i <j) h2(n, i) < hz(n, i + 1). 
Let 
s(n, 4 = 9i(92(4 P), s - P - l), 
where p = (least i < s)h*(n, i) Q h2(n, i + 1). Then g, h are elementary, the range of h is 
included in API + b2, andf= DR(g, h). 0 
Corollary 1.8. Zf A is closed under +, then DR(A) is closed under composition. 
In future proofs, we will be less explicit about the actual elementary functions used 
in descent recursions. 
For the next proposition and lemma, let ( , ) denote an elementary recursive pairing 
function. The following general formulation is very useful. 
Proposition 1.9. Suppose g is an elementary function mapping the set of codes of 
members of co x A, into itself Given any pair (so, cc0 ), define the sequence (si, ai) by 
(si+ 12 ai+ 1) = g( (Si, ai)). Zf 0-b exists, then there exists n such that a,,+ l 3 an, and 
the function h defined by 
h( (so, ao)) = (s,, a,,) where n is least such that a,,+ 1 $ a, 
is CO - p-descent recursive. 
Proof. The function (i, (so, a0 ) ) I-+ (si, ai) is defined by primitive recursion over 
elementary functions. Let ci = (Si, w. ai) (i.e., the numerical value of the code for the 
pair). Consider a “slowed down” enumeration in which each si+ 1 is repeated ci times: 
. ..) (Si,Weai), (Si+l,W*ai+l +ci)~ (Si+l,W’ai+l +Ci- I), . . . . 
Csi+l, CO*ai+l), . . . 
For this sequence, the codes of pairs are bounded by an elementary function of the 
place in the sequence in which they appear. A primitive recursion on elementary 
functions which is bounded by an elementary function is itself elementary; we invoke 
this fact to conclude that the function generating the descending sequence of ordinals 
is elementary and so h is w - p-descent recursive. 0 
In practice, we use this proposition when each Si represents the instantaneous 
description of a stage in some formal process of computation in which the stages can 
be labeled with a descending sequence of ordinals below /I and the transitions between 
stages is given by an elementary function. 
Now we examine the effect of considering a less restrictive class of count functions. 
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Lemma 1.10. Suppose f = DR(g, h), where h is fi-DR, the range of h is included in A,, 
and g is elementary. Zfop.(~ + 1) exists, thenfis well-dejined and is wfl-(a + 1)-DR. 
Proof. Suppose 
h(n, k) = sl((n, k), count-h((n, k))), 
where hI takes values in ordinals i/I. Then the steps in a computation off(n) can be 
assigned ordinals as follows. 
The computation of h(0, n) requires counting down below j? with hI, These steps as 
assigned the ordinals /I.@ + hI(k, (0, n)) until either hI(k + 1, (0, n)) 2 hI(k, (0, n)), 
in which case the step is assigned the ordinal p - a, or until hI (k, (0, n)) = 0. In either 
case this step is the final one in this phase of the computation and is extended to 
include the elementary computation 
W, n) = g~((O, n>, k). 
Thereafter, if h(m, n) = y, then the steps in computing h(m + 1, n) by counting down 
below fl are assigned the ordinals /?.y + hI(k, (m + 1, n)), with the same rules for 
halting the phase of the computation. The entire process halts when either h(m, n) = 0 
or h(m + 1, n) B h(m, n), and then the last step is the computationf(n) = g(n, count- 
h(n)). 0 
Corollary 1.11. If A is closed under -, then DR(A) is closed under “autonomous descent 
recursion”: descent recursions of the form f = DR(g, h), where g is elementary and 
h E DR(A). In particular, A has no infinite descending descent recursive sequences. 
Let C be a class of functions closed under composition. Consider a language of 
terms including function symbol g for each gE C and an additional binary function 
symbol f. Let a binary functionf be given. Say that a term t(x, y) is good forf and a, s if, 
in the course of evaluating t(a, s) in the obvious way, if f(y, p) is evaluated, then y G a. 
Definition 1.12. f is dejned by exotic recursion over C w.r.t. <8 (/?-XR over C) if there 
is a term t(x, y) and function d E C such that for all a and s, 
( * 1 f (a, 4 = 
val(t(a, s)) if aE A, and t is good for f and a, s, 
db, 4 otherwise. 
If 4 is a well-ordering, then there is a uniquef satisfying ( * ) for a given t(x, y) and d. 
Intuitively, to computef (a, s) one tries to compute t(a, s), possibly involving computa- 
tion of f(r, p) where y K a; calls for computation off (y, p) for y 3 a result in the 
default value d(a, s). Note that modulo some initial coding of ordinals and final 
decoding, primitive recursions, multiple nested recursions, ordinal recursions, and 
elementary descent recursions are all examples of exotic recursions. 
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Theorem 1.13. Suppose f is /?-XR over the elementary functions, and let k be any natural 
number greater than the number of occurrences of the function symbol fin the term t as in 
Definition 1.12. Ij‘w- ka exists, then f is w - kB-DR. 
Proof. Suppose f satisfies ( * ). Given CI G /I and s, inductively define a sequence of 
terms t, as follows: 
to: Take t(a, s), subscript each occurrence off with cc; evaluate all subterms which 
contain no occurrence of f. If any occurrence off now has the form f( y, p) with y B LX, 
replace the entire term by d(a, s). 
t n + 1 : Among innermost occurrences in t, of a subterm of the form f(y, p), take the 
left-most and replace it by t(y, p), with new occurrences of f subscripted with y. As 
before, evaluate all subterms which contain no occurrence of f. If any occurrence of 
f now has the form f,(S, q) with 6 3 y, replace the entire subterm with d(y, p). Further 
simplification may now be possible, either because some subterms now contain no 
occurrence of f or because there is a new subterm of the form f&, r) with n 9 6; 
continue inductively until no more such simplifications are possible. 
The process halts when some t, is evaluated as a number; that number is the value 
f (a, s). The ordinal assigned to each t, is C 0 kY1, where the summation is taken over 
all occurrences of the form fy, in t,. Since in the production of the term t,+ 1 new 
occurrences off are created only by replacing an occurrence f, by a k occurrence of the 
form fa with 6 4 y the ordinals decrease as n increases. Application of the remark 
following Proposition 1.9 completes the argument. 0 
Definition 1.14. XR(A) is the smallest class of functions containing the elementary 
functions and closed under composition and exotic recursion w.r.t. Q for PEA. 
Proposition 1.15. Zf A is closed under +,-, and ~3, then XR(A) = DR(A). 
Proof. XR(A) c DR(A): This follows from the preceding proposition. 
DR(A) c XR(A): A descent recursion can easily be cast as an instance of exotic 
recursion. 0 
I. I. Functional recursion on trees 
Definition 1.16. A tree T is a subset of o<“’ closed under initial sequence; if i, TV T, 
then s <r 1‘ o s is a proper initial sequence of 2. An ordinal tagging of T with respect 
to an ERONS (A, 4, . . . ) is a function tag: CD<- + A such that i <T 7 * tag(T) 4 
tag(i) (so a branch in T creates a descending sequence of ordinals of A), 
Definition 1.17. G is a functional on a set S if G : S + corn. (Here CIY” denotes the Baire 
space, not an ordinal.) For such G, let G: S x o + o be the function defined by 
&, n) = G(G)(n). I n cases where S is effectively identifiable with w, G is said to be 
/?-DR if G is. 
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Definition 1.18. A functional G : (oY’)~ + cd” is uniformly continuous module h if there 
are elementary functions gl, . . . ,gp, such that G(i, (fi)iem, n) is defined uniformly in 
n as the value at (i, h(i), n) of a term which represents a composition of elementary 
functions and functions of the form j&, h(;x ,+ 
Theorem 1.19. (Descent recursion on trees). Suppose T is an a-DR tree with an a-DR 
tagging by ordinals BA, and h: wCw + o is a-DR, a > 0, o - a = a. Suppose 
G : wcw x (wm)O + ww is uniformly continuous modulo h. Then there is a natural number 
k, depending only on the defining term for G, such that ifa -(k” + 2) exists, then there is 
an a -(k” + 2)-DR functional F: wcw + ww such that 
(1) $54 T, then F(i) = the constant Ofunction, 
(2) ifs E T, then 
F(s) = G(s, (F(~A(i)))i,U)3 
and F(i) is a - (k’“g6) + 2)-DR. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that membership in T and the 
ordinal tags on T are coded in h. By uniform continuity (mod h) of G, G is defined as 
the value of a term which represents a composition of functions. Choose k such that 
k exceeds the number of occurrences of the formf,iG,h(;),n) in the defining term. 
p($ n) is evaluated by a process of term expansion; each stage of expansion and 
evaluation is assigned an ordinal in such a way that the sequence of ordinals decreases 
until a numerical value is obtained. At the initial stage the term is F”(i, n) and the 
assigned ordinal is a-k ~6) + a - 2. An a-descent recursion computes h(i), as corres- 
pondingly the ordinal is decreased to a - k tag(‘) + a. If i# T, there is nothing more to 
do. Otherwise, another a-descent recursion computes simultaneously the ordinal tags 
on i^( j), for all j such that fj is used in evaluating G(i, (h))(n), while the ordinal is 
decreased to a. ktagG! Next, F”(i, n) is replaced by the defining term for G; each 
occurrence of the formfi(_) is replaced by F(i*( j),_). The ordinal for this stage is the 
natural sum over all such j of a - k tag(s^(j)) + a. 2; by choice of k this sum is less than 
a . k ta& 
In general, each occurrence of the form 1”($,-) in a term is initially assigned the 
ordinal a - ktagci) + a. 2; the ordinal for a stage is the natural sum of assigned ordinals 
over all occurrences of F in the term. Given a term, an innermost occurrence of P is 
selected and expanded and its assigned ordinal is decreased as above, thereby 
decreasing the ordinals assigned to successive stages. Application of Proposition 1.9 
completes the argument. 0 
1.2. Examples of descent recursions 
Here we use familiar ordinals to denote the set of all smaller ordinals, assumed to be 
in some standard ordinal notation system. 
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(1) DR(w + 1) is just the set of all elementary functions: If f(m) = g(m, least 
n[h(n, m) Q h(n + 1, m)]), then 
f(m) = g(m, least Iz < ‘h(O, m)l[h(n, m) d h(rz + 1, m)]), 
where ‘h(O, m)l is the number (“finite ordinal”) represented in the notation system by 
h(0, m). This number is a clear bound on the length of the descent count. But the 
elementary functions are closed under bounded minimum. 
(2) DR(o’) is again the set of elementary functions: By the above, since elementary 
functions are closed under composition. 
(3) DR(02 + 1) = the set of those functions definable from elementary functions 
with one application of primitive recursion; that is, 
f(n) = An, Pr Rec(j, a, n)), 
where g,j are elementary and 
Pr Rec( j, a, n) = a 
if n = 0, 
j(PrRec( j, a, n - 1)) if n > 0. 
This is the simplest case of Proposition 1.9, since a computation off(n) requires only 
n steps. 
(4) In general, DR(u”+~ + 1) = those functions definable with n nested primitive 
recursions. 
(5) DR(w”) is exactly the set of primitive recursive functions (from (4)). 
(6) Let fn be defined inductively: 
h(x) = 2”, .Lt+ l(O) =fn(l), fn+ 1(x + 1) =fn(fn+ l(4). 
Define g(n) =f,(n). It is a standard exercise (see, for example, [3, p. 64, problem 
3.533) that g is not primitive recursive, since it eventually dominates all primitive 
recursive functions. However, g is a member of DR(w” + 1). To see this, notice that for 
any n and x,fJx) can be computed via a sequence of term expansions labeled with 
ordinals < 0”‘. In general, a term of the form fn,(fn,( . . . X(x) . . . ), where 
n, 2 n2 2 ... 2 nk, will be given the ordinal o”’ + ... + onx. Then the innermost 
function is replaced: 
fO(x) is replaced by 2”, 
_L+I(x) is replaced byfn(.L( . . . M) . . . 1. 
x+ 1;imes 
Either substitution reduces the ordinal. (Alternatively, we can apply Theorem 1.13; 
fn(x) would there be coded as f(w + n + x, x).) 
Recall that -C is not assumed to be a well-ordering, only that there are no infinite 
descending elementary sequences. However, we can derive a stronger result. 
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Proposition 1.20. Suppose A is closed under + , a, ~2. Let g be an arbitrary function. If 
there is a descent recursive f such that Vn g(n) <f(n), then (g(n)),, = o,,, .., is not an 
injinite -C -descending sequence. 
Proof. First note that by Corollary 1.11, G has no infinite descent recursive se- 
quences. Now consider the tree T of all finite sequences (Q,, . . . ,ak) such that 
czo 3 ai 3 ... 3 & and such that Vn Q k, ~1, <f(n), ordered by end extension. To each 
level of T assign the ordinal 
bk= ( ,.c > T@mx*. 
%> ,@k E 
Then the sequence (flk)ksw is descent recursive because f is. However, if 
(MO, ... ,ak)ETand(fxo, . . ..ak+i.j),l <jdmareallofitextensionsinT,thenthe 
occurrence of 0” in the computation of fik is replaced by the terms u”+~,‘, . . . , oP+~~~ 
in the computation of fin+ 1. But mBt > EYE 1 0 o Q+l,j, and since similar replacements 
OCCUr throughout, & > fik + 1. Thus this descent recursive descending sequence must 
terminate, and T is finite. Therefore there is no infinite descending sequence bounded 
byf. •I 
1.3. A hierarchy of descent recursive functions 
We will now explore bounds on the growth rate of a-DR functions for various a. We 
begin by recalling a well-known bound for elementary functions: If f is an n-ary 
elementary function, then there exists k such that for all al, . . . , a,, f(al, . . . ,a,,) Q 
2rk1(al + ... + a,) (see, for example, [3, Lemma 2.441). 
This fact will be used several times in what follows. Next, we establish a simple 
comparison between descent recursive functions and count functions. 
Lemma 1.21. Suppose f is a-DR. Then there exists an elementary function h’ mapping 
into A,+, such that Vm f (m) < count-h’(m). 
Proof. The argument follows the same pattern as in the proof of Lemma 1.7. Let 
f= DR(g, h). Let 
h’(m, j) = w + h(m,j) 
if Vi < j h(m, i) > h(m, i + l), 
g(m, k) -j + k + 1 otherwise, 
where k = (least i < j)h(m, i) B h(m, i + 1). 
In brief, h’ counts as needed to compute f (m), and then counts down one at a time 
from f (m) to 0. 0 
In particular, if a is sufficiently large (a B o*), every a-DR function is bounded by 
a count function on ordinals below a. 
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Definition 1.22. For each aeA and k, VIEW, let T(a, k, m) = the tree of all finite 
sequences (so, . ,sn) such that tc > sO > ... P s, and Vi < n, si < 2tkI(m + i). 
Let # (a, k, m) = height of T (a, k, m) ( = length of the longest branch). 
Lemma 1.23. (1) #(a + 1, k, m) d #(a, k, m + 1) + 1. 
(2) For L a limit ordinal, 
#(5k,m)6 r:; #(a,k,m+l)+l. 
c( < P’(m) . 
Proof. (1) Let (s,,, . . . ,s,,)ET(a + 1, k,m). Then 
(s& . . . . s~_r)=(sr, . . . . s,)ET(a,k,m+ l), 
since sJ = Sj+l , < 2[k1(m + j + 1). 
(2) If (a,~~, . . . ,s,) E T(L, k, m), then a 6 2[k1(m), and, as in (l), 
(s 1 ,..., s,)~T(a,k,m+l). 0 
Lemma 1.24. Zf h is elementary and maps into A,, then 
3k Vm count-h(m) < #(a, k, m). 
Proof. Since h is elementary, there exists k such that Vm Vn h(m, n) < 2ck](m + n). So 
for fixed m, successive values of n generate a branch in T (a, k, m). 0 
Lemma 1.23 suggests the following definition of a family of functions. 
Definition 1.25. By recursion on a, define ga: 
g,(k, m) = 0, 
ga+ 1 (k 4 = s&, m + 1) + 1, 
gn(k, m) = rnn; g,(k, m) + 1 for I a limit. 
E < 2”“(m) ._
Note that all ga are non-decreasing in k and m. 
Lemma 1.26. Va, k, m, #(a, k, m) d gJk, m). 
Proof. From Lemma 1.23, by induction on a (i.e., in the sense that failure at any a can 
be effectively converted into an infinite descending sequence of ordinals). 0 
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Lemma 1.27. Zffis a-DR, then there exists k such that Vm,f(m) Q gw+Jk, m). 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.21, 1.24, and 1.26. 0 
We now define a hierarchy of unary functions, patterned after the gis. 
Definition 1.28. By recursion on a, define G,: 
G+l(m) = Wm + 1) + 1, 
G,(m) = FJI; G,(m) + 1. 
Cz < 2’“‘(m) 
Lemma 1.29. (1) Vm, ga(m, m) < G,(m). 
(2) ‘v’m Vn > m G,(m) < G,(n). 
(3) If j? < a then G, eventually dominates Gg: 3k Vm > k GB(m) < G,(m). 
(4) If a G /I are both limits, then Vm G,(m) < GB(m). 
(5) Zf a < 2’“](n) and a G /I, then G,(n) 6 CD(n). 
Proof. (l)-(3) are by induction on a. (4) is by direct inspection of the limit clause in the 
definition. For limit fi, (5) follows directly from the definition of G,; the successor case 
then follows from the observation G#+,Jn) = GB(n + k) + k > CD(n). 0 
Theorem 1.30. Supposef is a-DR. Then 3k Vn 2 kf(m) < G,+.(m). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.27, 3k Vmf(m) < gw+Jk, m). Then for n 2 k,f(m) < gw+Jm, n) 
< G,+,(m). Cl 
Theorem 1.30 provides a clear upper bound on the growth rate of descent recursive 
functions in terms of the G, hierarchy. Our next goal is to see that this is a good bound 
by examining where in the descent recursive hierarchy the G,‘s lie. 
Lemma 1.31. Given a limit A and natural number n, let 6 = max, {a ( a 4 1, a < 2’“](n)}. 
Then G,(n) = G,(n) + 1. Thus, in the limit clause in DeJinition 1.28, the maximum may 
be taken over ordinals instead of over function values. 
Proof. Let 6 = b + k, p a limit. Let a be any ordinal with a K 1, a < 2’“](n). If 
a = /I + j, j < k, then G,(n) < CD(n) by Lemma 1.29 (2) and the equation 
GB+k(n) = Gp+j(n + k -j) + k -j. Otherwise, G,(n) 2 G,(n) 2 G,(n) + 1 (the latter 
inequality by the definition of CD(n) for limit /?). 
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Thus 
G,(n) = max G,(n), and G,(n) = G,(n) + 1. ??
2 4 i. 
1 < 2’“‘(n) 
In order to state the next proposition efficiently, we introduce some temporary 
notation. If 2 is a limit ordinal, i = 0. j?, then lC2) = w - 2 -p. (Equivalently, if 
1 = 6 + w - k, 6 a limit of limits, then J (2) = 6 + o - 2k.) Note that if ,? is a limit of 
limits, then AC2’ = I, and if CI 4 /I are limits, then ~6’) + o - 2 9 j?“‘. 
Proposition 1.32. For L a limit, kjnite, ga+k is OS Jt2’ + co2 - 2-DR. In particular, if,? is 
a limit of limits, then Gn is 0.1 + co2. 2-DR. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for k = 0, since G I+k(n) = GL(n + k) + k. GA(n) can be 
computed by a sequence of term expansions: Let 
6 = max {a 1 ci -c 1, s1 < 2’“](n)}, 
4 
and let 6 be 1r + kI, A1 a limit. Then by Lemma 1.31, the term G,(n) can be replaced 
by G,(n) + 1 and so by Gi.,(n + k,) + k, + 1. The process is repeated until a term can 
be evaluated directly. 
The computation of 6 from 1 is not elementary, as required in application of 
Proposition 1.9. However, it can be accomplished by a sequence of steps (“on the 
side”) which first computes 2[“](n) and then searches the numbers 0, . . . ,2’“](n) - 1 for 
the ~-maximum ordinal GA. 
Ordinals are assigned to the process of computation as follows: The n + 1 steps to 
compute 2’“](n) are assigned A(‘) + o + n, lC2) + o + (n - l), . . . , Ac2) + co. The steps 
in searching for 6 are assigned lC2) + 2’“‘(n), . . , At2). As the process repeats for GA, the 
next step receives an ordinal 2:” + o + m G JC2’. 
Now Proposition 1.9 shows that GI is w - (lc2) + o - 2)-DR. 0 
Corollary 1.33. If ,I = w - A, then {G, 1 u -c A} is cojinal in DR(AL) ordered by eventual 
domination. 
Proof. From Theorem 1.30 and Proposition 1.32. 0 
It may be useful to compare the hierarchy {Gd} to a more familiar hierarchy of 
functions. Following Hardy [l], Rose ([S, p. 801) defines the Hardy hierarchy, 
Ih, I a < 4: 
h&4 = m, 
h,+l(m) = Mm + 11, 
hi(m) = him(m) for 1 a limit, 
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where {A,,,} is an appropriately chosen fundamental sequence (sequence of ordinals 
converging monotonically up to A). 
Proposition 1.34. h, is a cc-DR. Thus for tl 3 CO=, 
3k Vn > k h,(n) < G,(n). 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for 1 a limit, since h,+,(n) = hA(n + k). There is an 
obvious term expansion: hi(n) = h>.“(n) = h,(n + k), where y is a limit and I, = y + k. 
Let y = o - 6; the ordinal 6 is assigned to the term h,(n + k). Let 1 = o-p; by 
repetition this process creates a sequence of term expansions labeled with ordinals 
Q .D. By Proposition 1.9, this is a I-descent recursion. 
The second clause follows from the first by Theorem 1.30. 0 
The preceding proposition is quite general, since it applies to any assignment of 
fundamental sequences such that the function (A, n) H 2, is elementary, and also 
applies equally well to extensions of the Hardy hierarchy beyond co. To obtain good 
bounds in the other direction, we will have to be more specific both about funda- 
mental sequences and about our particular ERONS. First, we recall the specific 
assignment of fundamental sequences used in the definition of the Hardy hierarchy 
(C5, P. 781). 
Definition 1.35. If 1 = &I + ... + o+, /I1 3 /I2 B ... $ pm (Cantor normal form), 
then 
& = 
i 
fzvb1 + ... +~~~-l+~~.(k+l) if &,=y+l, 
,fll + . . . + &r-i + ,(A)t if p, = o6 for some 6. 
(Here (/I,,,),+ is the kth term in the fundamental sequence for /I,,,.) 
The following fact is presumably well known. 
Proposition 1.36. For all CI G E,,, there are onlyjnitely many 1 with u G 1 G co such that 
10 B Lx. 
Proof. By induction on c(. If c( = m81 + ... + ufl~ (Cantor normal form) and 
c( 4 2 4 so, then c1 K A0 unless i has one of two forms: 
(i) A = cfjfll + . . . + e.#-l + e#~+l for somej < k, 
(ii) ;1 = f+ + ... + &-I + oy, y a limit with y. Q flj. By induction there are only 
finitely many such y. 
In total there are only finitely many cases. 0 
Definition 1.37. An ERONS is tamely presented below co if there is an elementary 
function f such that Vcl VJ.(cc 4 2 G co + o! K I,,,,). 
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While this property may at first seem very restrictive, in fact it probably applies to 
every ordinal notation system which has ever appeared in the literature. Ordinals 
below E,, are usually represented in some fashion as “generalized polynomials” in 
o (polynomials in which the exponents are themselves generalized polynomials) with 
positive integer coefficients. Then, f(a) is 1 + (the largest integer appearing in the 
representation of E). 
To avoid repetition, we establish some notation: 
Fixed notation 1.38. For the remainder of Section 1, let K denote a natural num- 
ber > 2 such that for all a < Q,, c( 4 J2~~~(a). 
The restriction K > 2 is a technical point for use later. 
We can now continue the comparison of the hierarchies {GE} and {hb}. We define 
yet another hierarchy, in a sense intermediate between them. 
Definition 1.39. For c( Q sO, F, is defined by recursion on c(: 
F&4 = 0, 
F,+,(n) = F& + 1) + 1, 
F,(n) = Fi2te+b,,n, (n) + 1, A a limit. 
Proposition 1.40. Zf the ERONS is tamely presented below co, then 
Vcc G co Vn G,(n) < F,(n). 
Proof. By induction on ~1. Initial and successor cases are clear. For tl = 2 a limit, let 
jI = max, {ylv Q 1, y < 2[“](n)}; by Lemma 1.31, GA(n) = GB(n) + 1. But also 
/I K &I(fi) Q &l’l(2[“l(n)) = ~p+yn). so 
GA(n) = G,(n) + 1 
d Gj.p+~t,, (n) + 1 by Lemma 1.29 (5) 
6 F++x,Cnj ( ) + 1 by induction 
= F,(n). •I 
Now we address the comparison of {Fb} with {h,}. We borrow from [S] a few very 
useful facts about the Hardy hierarchy: hOYcd + 1I = hwY.6 0 hWY ([S, Lemma 1.3, p. 801); 
and if i < j, then Vn, hA,(n) < hAj(n) ([S, Theorem 1.1 l(ii), p. 821). We will be especially 
concerned with h,l. Althoiugh the exact formula is a bit messy - we do not need it 
_ one easily verifies that Vn > 1, h,3(n) B 21”‘(n); w3 is minimal with this property. We 
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will also use three other easy facts: 
0 Vet B 0 FJn + 1) > F,(n) + 1, 
0 Vn 2[“+K1(n + K) 2 2[“+K1(n) + 1 (since K > 2), 
0 (W3’l)j = W3’~j. 
Proposition 1.41. Vcr -c cO WI F,(n) < h,3(, + I) +. &I). 
Proof. Since h,3(, + 1) + K(n) = h,~,, + l)(n + K), we work with the latter form. The 
proof is by induction on CI 3 CO; the cases a < w are easily checked. 
Case. a=p+l: 
F@.l(?I) = k-p@ + 1) + 1 
< F&l + 2) 
< hW3(~ + &I + K + 2) by induction 
d h&(P + 1,(hOAn + K)) 
= h,,,p + 2)b + W 
Case. a = 1 a limit: 
FA(4 = Fi,[” + K],“,(n) + 1 
Q Fi,[n + Kl,.,b + l) 
6 b(&[” + K],,, + I)( n + 1) by induction 
< h& .I,[n + K,,.+J2[“+Yn + K)) 
= &n(2’“+K1(n + K)) 
< 4,,3.i.(hw-l(n + K)) 
= Lj(i + l)(n + K). 0 
Theorem 1.42. Suppose the ERONS is tamely presented below Q,. Then 
(1) Va 4 80 Vn Gab4 G bya + 1) + dn). 
(2) Zff is a-DR, then 3M Vn 2 M f(n) 6 h03cx + 1) + I. 
(3) Ifa = co”‘./?, then h, eventually dominates every < a-DR function, and (h&j 6 < cc} is 
cojinal in DR(A,) under eventual domination. 
In short, the Hardy hierarchy provides a good measure of the growth rate of descent 
recursive functions below so. If we drop the requirement that the ERONS be tamely 
presented, we seem to get only a much less satisfactory result: hWln+zl eventually 
dominates every -CO m+21-DR function. The proof involves a monumental detour 
through the results of Section 3, where such functions are characterized as those 
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provably recursive in 17,+ 1 -Id, which can then be matched against similar known 
results concerning the Hardy hierarchy. 
2. Applications to proof theory 
In this section we will apply the mechanism of descent recursive functions to 
a system of proof theory. 
We work with a language appropriate for number theory, including (usually) 
function symbols for all primitive recursive functions. We allow the possibility of 
predicate symbols in the language; we think of these as “free predicates”, in that no 
special properties of these predicates will ever be assumed. 
Definition 2.1. Suppose G is a linear ordering of the natural numbers defined by 
a formula in the language, and B is a formula with free variable n, and possibly other 
free variables as parameters. Then Ind(B, G) is the formula 
(* 1 ~~DWy(Y -c x + W/y)) + W/x)) + Bl. 
Znd( <) is the scheme consisting of Znd(B, X) for all B. 
In many cases we want to apply transfinite induction on orderings (A, G), where 
A is an infinite elementary set of natural numbers. In such cases we will still write 
Znd(B, K) in the form ( * ), although of course actually all variables should be restricted 
to A. 
Definition 2.2. Given an ERONS (A, -SE, . . . ), define the theory ATZ( K) as Primitive 
Recursive Arithmetic + Ind( -cJ for all a E A, in the language with no free predicate 
symbols. ATZ( -c, P) denotes the theory Primitive Recursive Arithmetic + Znd( <,,) in 
the language with the free predicate symbol P, with the scheme Znd( <,) including all 
instances in the expanded language. 
In many cases, ATZ( K) is a familiar theory; for example, it is well known that for 
the ERONS (E,,, <, . . . ), ATZ( <) = Peano Arithmetic. 
Definition 2.3. Let R be a primitive recursive relation and g an elementary function. 
Let F be some version of number theory. A total recursive functionf(x) is called 
provably recursive in F if f(x) = g(pyR(xy)) for some primitive recursive relation 
R such that 
F F Vx 3 yR(x, y), 
Definition 2.4. Let F be some version of number theory in a language with a free 
unary predicate P, and < a primitive recursive ordering. The ordering < is provably 
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inductive in Y if 
Y I- Vn( Vx( Vy( y < x -+ Py) + Px) + Pn). 
Suppose A is closed under +, . , ox. We will show the following results. 
(1) The provably recursive functions in ATZ( K) are the descent recursive functions over A. 
(2) A primitive recursive ordering which is comparable to -C (one is primitive 
recursive isomorphic to an initial segment of the other) is provably inductive in 
ATZ( <) if and only if it is isomorphic to a bounded initial segment of A. 
We will develop a proof theory of infinitary proof figures (although the formulas are 
always ordinary finite formulas). All formulas considered are sentences. Recall that we 
use A, B, etc. to denote sentences, and r, A, etc., to denote finite sets of sentences. 
Following the usual convention of proof theory, 
r, A means rud, r, A means ru{A}, etc. 
Definition 2.5. A sequent has the form r * A, where r and A are finite sets of 
sentences. In such a sequent, r is the antecedent and A is the succedent. 
As usual, the intended reading of a sequent is that if all sentences in r are true, then at 
least one sentence in A is true. Note also that in a sequent r or A or both may be empty. 
Definition 2.6. An inference has one of the following forms: 
A -Right: 
A -Left: 
V -Right: 
V -Left: 
1 -Right: 
7 -Left: 
+-Left: 
+-Right: 
r =a A,A r =+ A,B 
r * A,AAB 
r,A =s A r,B =z- A 
r,AAB a A r,AAB =s A 
r =t- A,C r a A,D 
r =a A,CVD r =+ A,CVD 
r,c * A r,D =a A 
r,CVD =z- A 
r,A * A 
r =a A,TA 
r e- A,A 
r,TA a A 
r * A,C r,D =s A 
r,C+D =s A 
r,C + A,D 
r =a A,C-+D 
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V-Left: 
r, ,4(x/r) 3 A 
r,VxA =s A 
where t is a (closed) term 
Y-Right: 
r =z. A, A(x/ii) for all HEW 
r =+ A,VxA 
I-Left: 
r, A(x/ii) =s A for all HEW 
l-,3xA + A 
I-Right: 
r 3 A, A(x/t) 
r 3 A,3xA 
where t is a term 
cut: 
l-,A * A r =s A,A 
Trivial Inference: 
r=-A 
T*A 
In all inferences, the sentences in r and A are called the side formulas. Note that 
formulas displayed in the inferences may also possibly be side formulas. The formula 
A in the cut rule is the cut formula. 
Definition 2.7. Axioms, or initial sequents, are sequents of the form r * A, where 
(1) r contains a false equation between terms, or 
(2) A contains a true equation between terms, or 
(3) r contains Psi . . . s, and A contains Pt, . . . t,, where ral(si) = UaE(ti), i = 1, . . . , n. 
Definition 2.8. A regular tree is a tree such that the splitting at each node is l-, 2-, or 
o-fold, and: 
If i has one immediate successor, then that successor is s*(O). 
If d has two immediate successors, then they are b-(O), b*( 1). 
Ifs has infinitely many immediate successors, then they are s*(n) for all n. 
Definition 2.9. A proofjgure is a regular tree, with each node labeled by 
a sequent, 
a rule of inference or the designation “Axiom”, 
a formula, and 
an ordinal (“tag”) 
such that the sequent is obtained from those immediately above it in the tree through 
application of the specified rule of inference with the specified formula or (if desig- 
nated) the sequent is an axiom witnessed by the specified formula, and the ordinal tags 
are in reverse order of the tree order (thus witnessing well-foundedness relative to the 
ERONS). 
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A proof figure F is called a proofof r 3 A if r C- A is the sequent at the root of F. 
We denote this by 
The height of F-, denoted /n(F)), is (the ordinal at the root) + 1. 
We will say a proof figure F is L-DR if there is a ,I-DR function F : OJ<~ + w such 
that F(j) codes whether d is in the tree, and if so, what are the tags on b. 
We will need a measure of the complexity of a formula. In our refinements of the 
method (see Section 3) we will use a more delicate measure, but for the present the 
following rough measure suffices. 
Definition 2.10. The degree of a formula is defined inductively: 
(1) If A is atomic, deg(A) = 0. 
(2) deg(lA) = deg(A) + 1. 
(3) deg{VxA or 3xA) = deg(A) + 1. 
(4) deg{A A B or A V B or A + B} = max(deg(il), deg(B)) + 1. 
Definition 2.11. The degree of a cut inference is the degree of the cut formula. 
Definition 2.12. The cut degree of a proof figure is the maximum degree of any cut 
inference appearing (or o if there is no maximum). 
Definition 2.13. A proof figure F is weakened if a specified set of side formulas is 
added to every sequent in F. It is easy to see that the result of a weakening is still 
a proof figure. 
Lemma 2.14. (Inversion). Suppose F is a proof figure of height a and cut degree m. 
Then in each of the following cases there is a prooffigure 5’ (or 5-” or z for each 
n unijormly) of height a and cut degree m, primitive recursive in 5, with the specified 
property: 
(1) ZfYl--T=z-A,iA, then 
J~-‘E~ A-A. 2 
(2) IfYl-r,lA=-A, then 
(3) If 5 I- r =z- A, A A B, then 
Y-‘kr*A,A and Y-“l-r*A,B. 
(4) ZfYl-r,AAB*A,then 
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(5) If JT F r, A V B =- A, then 
F’i-r,A*A and F”Fr,B+A. 
(6) If.TkT+A,AV B, then 
JF’Fr-A A B 5 2 . 
(7) ZfFFr-A,A+B, then 
F-‘Fr,A+A B 3 . 
(8) Zf S I- r, A -+ B - A, then 
F-‘kr,B*A and F”t-rrA,A. 
(9) Zf F I- r * A, VxA, then for each n 
9” I- r =s. A, A(x/E). 
21 
(10) Zfr,3xA*A, thenfor each n 
%I-r,A(x/ri)*A. 
Proof. We need to be explicit about the process, in order to insure primitive recursive- 
ness in F-. 
(1) 5’ can be obtained from F as follows: 
(a) F is weakened by adding A to the succedent of every sequent in F. 
(b) If 1 A is a member of A, no more needs to be done. 
(c) If 1 A is not a member of A, consider any branch up from the root. Moving 
up the branch, 1 A can be deleted from the succedent at each node until 
a node of one of the following types is reached: 
(9 1 A is introduced via the 1 -Right rule: 
r’,A*A’ 
r’*A’,lA 
(ii) 
Then 1 A is deleted from the succedent of the lower sequent, and the 
process of deleting 1 A from succedents continues at and above the 
upper node if and only if 1 A is a member of A’. The label on the lower 
node is changed to specify a trivial inference (since, by step (a), r’, A is 
the same as r’). 
1 A in a succedent is used in an inference to introduce another formula: 
r’=A’,lA 
[Possibly other sequents 
of the form r” => A”] 
r’=z-A’,iA,C or r’,C=sA’,lA 
where 1 A is not a member of A’. Then 1 A is deleted from the succedent 
in the lower sequent, 1 A is not deleted at or above the node displayed 
22 
(2) 
(3) 
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on the upper left, and the process of deletion of 1 A from succedents 
continues at and above any other nodes in this inference for which 1 A is 
a member of A”. 
(iii) 1 A in the succedent is a side formula in a cut of 1 A: 
I”,lA*A’,lA r’=lA 
F*A’,-IA 
Then 1 A is deleted from the succedent of the lower sequent, 1 A is not 
deleted at or above the upper right node, and the process of deletion 
continues at and above the upper left node. 
(iv) 1 A is a side formula in the succedent of an axiom. Then 1 A is deleted 
from the succedent. 
It is easy to check in all cases that the resulting inference or axiom 
remains valid. Ordinal tags remain the same throughout, and all cuts 
are unchanged. It is also clear that the process is primitive recursive in F-. 
Given a finite sequence from o, the nodes of the corresponding finite branch of 
F are computed, and then a recursion along the branch makes the specified 
changes. 
Exactly analogous to (l), with the roles of the antecedent and succedent inter- 
changed. 
5 can be obtained from F as follows: 
(a) Y is weakened by adding A to the succedent of every sequent in F. 
(b) If A A B is a member of A, no more needs to be done. 
(c) If A A B is not a member of A, consider any branch up from the root. Moving 
up the branch, A A B can be deleted from the succedent at each node until 
one of the following is reached: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
A A B is introduced via the A -rule 
r’=aA’, A r’=c-A’,B 
T’*A’, A A B 
Then A A B is deleted from the succedent of the lower sequent, the 
part of the proof figure at and above the upper right node is 
excised entirely, and the process of deleting A A B.. from succedents 
continues at and above the upper left node if and only if A A B is 
a member of A’. The label on the lower node is changed to specify 
a trivial inference. 
A A B in a succedent is used in an inference to introduce another 
formula. This case is exactly like (1) (c) (ii), with A A B in place of 1 A. 
A A B in the succedent is a side formula in a cut of A A B. This case 
exactly follows (1) (c) (iii), with A A B in place of 1 A. 
A A B is a side formula in the succedent of an axiom. Then A A B is 
deleted from the succedent. 
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(4) 5’ can be obtained from Y as follows: 
(a) .F is weakened by adding A, B to the antecedent of every sequent in Y. 
(b) If A A B is a member of r, no more needs to be done. 
(c) Otherwise the process follows the pattern of(l), with A A B in the antecedent 
in place of 1 A in the succedent. The only (minor) difference occurs if in 
moving up a branch a node is reached where A A B is introduced via the 
A -left rule: 
r’, A=sA’ r’, Bad’ 
r’,AAB+A’ Or r’,A A B=+A” 
In either case, since A and B are both members of r’ by step (a), deleting 
A A B from the antecedent yields a trivial inference. The rest of the argument 
is as in (1). 
(5) This case is analogous to (3), with A V B in the antecedent in place of A A B in 
the succedent. 
(6) This case is analogous to (4), with A V B in the succedent in place of A A B in the 
antecedent. 
(7) This follows the general pattern of(l), since the inference introducing A + B into 
the succedent is unary. The details are left to the reader. 
(8) This follows the general pattern of (3), since the inference introducing A + B into 
the antecedent is binary. Details are again left to the reader. 
(9) This case is closely patterned after (3). z is obtained as follows: 
(a) 5 is weakened by adding A(x/ri) to the succedent of each sequent in F-. 
(b) If VxA is a member of A, and no more needs to be done. 
(c) Otherwise, moving up each and every branch from the root, VxA is deleted 
from the succedent at each node until one of the following is reached: 
(i) VxA is introduced via the V-rule 
r’ =+ A’, A(x/k) for each k 
r’=>A’,VxA 
Then VxA is deleted from the succedent of the lower sequent, the part of 
the proof figure at and above the nodes labeled r’ * A’, A(x/E) for k # n 
are excised entirely, and the process of deleting VxA continues at and 
above the node labeled r’ * A’, A(x/ii) if and only if VxA is a member of 
A’. The label on the lower node is changed to specify a trivial inference. 
(ii) VxA in a succedent is used in an inference to introduce another formula. 
This follows exactly the pattern of (3) (c) (ii), with VxA in place of A A B. 
(iii) VxA is a side formula in a cut of VxA. This follows the pattern of(c) (iii), 
with VxA in place of A A B. 
(iv) VxA is a side formula in the succedent of an axiom. Then it is deleted. 
(10) This case is exactly analogous to (9), with 3xA in the antecedent in place of VxA 
in the succedent. 0 
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Lemma 2.15. Suppose 5 is a proof$gure of cut degree m and height u such that 
Fl-t,Al(x/n), . . . ) Aj(X/ii) => A, Bl(X/C), . . . ) B,(x/fi). 
Suppose t is a term such that ual(t) = n. Then there is a prooffigure 5’ of cut degree 
m and height a, primitive recursive in 5, such that 
F-’ F r, A 1 (X/t), . . . ) Aj(X/t) * A, B1 (X/t), . . . ) Bk(X/t). 
(Clearly a more general lemma could be stated, but this will suffice for our 
purposes.) 
Sketch of Proof. The idea, as in the proof of Lemma 2.14, is to follow branches up 
from the root replacing all &(x/n) with Ai(x/t), Bi(x/n) with Bi(X/t)y and similarly for 
any formulas further up the tree which are used to construct the Ai or Bi. Note that the 
number of formulas per sequent in which replacements need to be made will vary, 
depending on the kinds of inferences and whether formulas used in inferences are also 
side formulas. When an axiom is reached, it may happen that the formula which 
witnesses the validity of the axiom undergoes a replacement. For example, if 
(sl = sz)(x/ri) is a true equation occurring in the succedent of an axiom, then note that 
since val(t) = n, (sl = s2)(x/t) is also a true equation - indeed, the values of sl, s2 are 
not changed in replacing ii by t. Similar considerations apply to axioms of type (1) and 
(3) in Definition 2.7. ??
As a special case, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.16. (1) Suppose F is a proofjgure such that F I- T * A, A(x/n) and t is 
a term such that ual(t) = n. Then there is a proof$gure F-‘, primitive recursive in 5, with 
the same height and cut degree as 5 such that F’ k- r =r A, A(x/t). 
(2) Similarly if F I- T, A(x/n) =z. A 
The effect of this corollary is to extend Lemma 2.14, Cases (9) and (10). 
Lemma 2.17. Suppose F is a proofJigure of height Q a in which the last inference is 
a cut of degree n + 1 and in which there are no other cuts of degree >n. Then there is 
a proofjgure Y’, primitive recursive in F, with the same sequent at-the root, of height 
Q a-2 and cut degree <n. 
Proof. The proof splits into cases, depending on the norm of the cut formula in the 
last inference. 
Case 1: Suppose the cut formula is 1 A. Then the proof figure has the form 
\I 
F 1 
\I 
F 2 
l--A,TA l-,lA*A 
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Then by the Inversion Lemma (2.14), parts (1) and (2), there are proof figures 
.F;, S; of height -C u proving r, A * A and r = A, A, respectively. These two proof 
figures may be joined with a cut of A to produce a proof figure of height < c( and cut 
degree bn: 
r,A=A r*A,A 
Case 2: Suppose the cut formula is A A B. Then the proof figure has the form 
By the Inversion Lemma parts (3) and (4) there are proof figures of height 4 c( and 
cut degree dn as follows: 
9--;t-r=+A,B 
S; can be weakened to produce J “? F- r, B * A, A. Then the following proof 
figure has height 8 o! + 1 and cut degree <n: 
r,A,B*A r,B=+A,A 
\I 
g-i 
1-,B*A r=>A,B 
Case 3: Suppose the cut formula is A V B or A -+ B. These are similar to the case 
A A B. 
Case 4: The cut formula is VxA. Then the proof figure has the form 
r,ViA=>A I’*A,VxA 
We operate on F1 : there is no Inversion Lemma for Fi, but we mimic the proof as 
far as possible. If VxA is a member of r, then F1 itself is the desired proof. Otherwise, 
weaken Fi by adding r to the antecedent and A to the succedent of all sequents. Then, 
moving up each branch from the root, delete VxA from the antecedent at each node 
until one of the following happens: 
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(a) VxA is used to introduce another formula. Then the deletion process does not 
continue at or above the node in which VxA occurs and is used, but does continue at 
and above any nodes in which VxA is a side formula in the antecedent. (Compare the 
proof of Lemma 2.14, case (1) (c) (ii).) 
(b) An axiom is reached. Then VxA is deleted from the axiom. 
(c) VxA is introduced, in an inference of the form 
I’, r’, A(x/t)* A, A’ 
r,P,VxA=>A,A’ 
Let r” be the result of deleting VxA from r’ if it is a member. By Lemma 2.14, part 
(9), Corollary 2.16, and an application of weakening, Yz can be transformed into 
a proof figure 5; of height ~c1 and cut degree n such that Yz !- r, r” * A, A’, A(x/t). 
Then 5; can be “grafted” onto the transformed version of Y1 with a cut of A(x/t): 
\I F-’ 2 
r, r”, A(x/t) * A, A’ r, r’f *‘A, A I) A(x/t) 
The process of deleting VxA from antecedents continues at and above the upper left 
node if and only if VxA is a member of r’ (so r” # r’). 
The question of ordinal tags remains. Nodes from Y1 with ordinal tags fi are given 
tag a + /3 in the transformed proof figure; nodes in the grafted transformed copies of 
Y2 are given their original tags (~a). 
Case 5: The cut formula is 3xA. This case is analogous to the preceding one, with 
the roles of antecedent and succedent interchanged. 0 
Lemma 2.18. Suppose 5 is a P-DR prooffigure tagged with ordinals B c1 of cut degree 
n + 1. Then for an appropriate natural number k, there is a fl- (k” + 2)-DR prooffigure 
tagged with ordinals B 2” and of cut degree 6n, with the same sequent at the root. 
Proof. If oco is identified with o via coding, then the process of eliminating a single 
cut of degree n + 1, as described in the preceding lemma, is a uniformly continuous 
operation on the immediate subtrees of the proof figure modulo the tag at the root. So, 
by Theorem 1.19, there is a /I 0 (k” + 2)-DR functional F : T + co@“‘“) such that for any 
set, F(x) = a proof figure of cut degree dn proving the sequent at s. In particular, 
F(root) is a /I. (k” + 2)-DR proof figure of cut degree G n proving the same sequent as 
5. It is easy to check by induction that ordinal tags on the new proof figure can be 
taken Q 2”. 0 
Theorem 2.19. Suppose F is a 4 A-DR proofjgure tagged with ordinals B 01 of cut 
degree n, and suppose 1 B- u and L is closed under +, -, and wx. Then there is a x A-DR 
prooffigure tagged with ordinals B 2[“‘(a) of cut degree 0, with the same sequent at the 
root as Y. 
Proof. Follows directly by applying the preceding lemma successively n times. 0 
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A familiar example: Peano arithmetic 
The next lemma and proposition provide the simplest, and best known, application 
of the machinery we have just developed. 
Lemma 2.20. If PA I- A, then there is an elementary proofjgure, of height -CO - 2 and of 
jinite cut degree, proving * A. 
Proof. Suppose PA proves A in (finitary) predicate calculus. It is straightforward to 
convert such a proof into a proof figure of finite height and cut degree in which the 
root has sequent *A and in which the initial sequents are either axioms or instances 
of the induction scheme of PA. Each instance of the induction scheme can be proved 
in a cut-free proof figure of height o + k for some finite k. The resulting proof figure 
will have finite cut degree and height ~0.2. 0 
Proposition 2.21. If PA + A then there is a <E,-DR prooffigure, of height <.zo and cut 
degree 0, proving *A. 
Proof. This is an immediate application of Theorem 2.19 and ordinal arithmetic. 0 
We will return to the example of Peano arithmetic in substantially more detail. 
First, however, we develop the general connection between proof figures and provably 
recursive functions. 
Proposition 2.22. Let 1 > w be an ordinal closed under multiplication. Suppose F is 
a -C A-DR prooffigure of height <,I and cut degree 0, proving * Vx 3 yR(x, y), where R is 
an equation. Then the function f (x) = g(pyR(x, y)), where g is elementary, is <I_-DR. 
Proof. The computation off proceeds by unpacking the very restricted form for Y. 
Given nEo define a node of F to be releuant (with respect to n) if 
(a) no false equations occur in the antecedent, 
(b) no true equations, except possibly those of the form R(ii, I?), occur in the suc- 
cedent, 
(c) no formula 3yR(rii, y) with m # n occurs in the succedent. 
The root, of course, is relevant. 
It is easy to see that the only inferences which occur in Y are cuts of equations, 
applications of the V-Right rule to produce Vx 3 yR(x, y) and application of the 
I-Right rule to produce 3 yRgy for some k; it follows that every relevant node which is 
not an initial node has a relevant immediate successor. So, to compute f (n), start at the 
root and follow a branch of relevant nodes upward, ending at an initial node. Since 
this node is relevant, it must be an axiom by virtue of having a true equation of the 
form R(ii, I?) in the succedent, for some k. 
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Letf(n) = g (the least m d such a k such that R(n, m) is true). The steps which occur 
in this computation are easily tagged with ordinals less than (descent recursiveness of 
F) * h(F)). i-J 
In order to apply the preceding proposition, we will need proof figures on which to 
operate. The next lemma codifies the generalization of a remark made in the proof of 
Lemma 2.20. 
Lemma 2.23. Suppose (A, <, . . . ) is an ERONS, 1 is a limit ordinal in A, < is the 
restriction of < to AA, and B is a formula with one free variable. Then there is an 
elementary cut-free prooffigure F of height 1 + 1 proving Ind(B, 0, i.e., 
F F * Vn( Vy( Vz(z G y + B(z) + B(y)) --) B(n)). 
Proof. Let [El denote the ordinal in A corresponding to the place of n in the 
( ordering. Let d be the finite height of a cut-free proof of B(k) *B(k) (for each k, 
uniformly), and let c = max(d, 2). Let Prog denote the formula asserting that B is 
progressive on d: 
VY(W < Y + B(4) + B(Y)). 
Here are the root and bottommost nodes of the proof figure, with ordinal tags 
attached (the diagram is perhaps best read from the bottom up): 
[d] Prog, B(n) * B(n) Prog *B(n), Vz(z ( ri + B(z)) 
Prog, Vz(z 4 ti -+ B(z)) -+ B(n) * B(n) 
Prog => B(n) 
(for each n) =- Prog + B(n) 
* Vn(Prog + B(n)). 
[c + 4*liil] 
[c + 4*lril + 1] 
[c+4*lril+2] 
[c+4*lril+3] 
[Al 
The extension of the proof figure above the upper left-hand node is clear. At the 
upper right, there is an application of the V-right inference, so the predecessors are 
Prog Z. B(n), k Q n + B(k) for every k. The continuation of the proof figure then splits 
into cases: 
Case: k 9 n. Then the subfigure has the form 
Prog, k -c ~7 3 B(n), B(k) [0] (since E-z ti is false) 
Prog *B(n), k Q n --) B(k) [l] 
Case: k 4 n. The next few nodes have the form 
Prog, k 4 ii * B(n), B(k), Vz(z < 6+ B(z)) [c + 4. I El] 
Prog, k 4 ii, Vz(z K It+ B(z)) + B(k) *B(n), B(k) [c + 4. (1;l + 11 
Prog, k 4 ii 3 B(n), B(k) [c + 4.lkj + 23 
Prog *B(n), k < ii -B(k) [c+4.IkI+3] 
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(where a branch labeled r, B(E) =S A, B(E) [d] has been suppressed at the upper left). 
The top node is again produced by an application of Y-Right,and the pattern repeats; 
in general a sequent of the form 
Prog, {true 4 inequalities} =+ B(fil), . ) B(ii,), Vz(z < iit + B(z)), 
where n, < nj for each j, will receive the ordinal tag c + 4.1 ii1 1. 
Verifying that in direct fashion this process constructs the requisite proof figure is 
left to the reader. 0 
Note that a slight modification yields a cut-free proof for induction with k para- 
meters of height A + k + 1. 
Theorem 2.24. Let (A, G, . . . ) be an ERONS such that A is closed under + , -, and ~3. 
Then the provably recursive functions in ATZ( G) are exactly DR(A). 
Proof. If ATI( d) I- Vx 3yR(x, y), then by Lemma 2.23 and the same analysis as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.20, there is an elementary proof figure tagged with ordinals 
bounded in A, of finite cut degree, proving =S ‘dx 3yR(x, y). Theorem 2.19 then gives 
a proof figure of cut degree 0 with height in A and descent recursive in A. Proposition 
2.22 completes the argument. 
Conversely, suppose feDR(A). ATI( <) clearly suffices to show that the count 
function in the definition off is well defined. 0 
Corollary 2.25. If PA F Vx 3yR(x, y), where R is an equation, then there is a -CC,,-DR 
function f such that VxR(x,f(x)) holds. 
Corollary 2.26. Zfg(x) is provably recursive in PA, then there is c( < so such that G, (see 
Definition 1.28) eventually dominates g. 
For more delicate versions of the two preceding corollaries, see Corollary 3.11. 
We now turn our attention to provably inductive orderings. We assume that the 
system under consideration includes a free predicate P. 
Theorem 2.27. Suppose (A, <, . . . ) is an ERONS, J.e A, and < is the restriction of 
< to An. Suppose F is a prooffigure of cut degree 0 tagged with ordinals from A proving 
transjnite induction on K; that is, 
F F * Vn[Vx(Vy(y 4 x + Py) + Px) --f Pn]. 
Then ht(Y) > 1. 
Proof. We begin with some notation. If t is a term, let 1 t 1 denote the ordinal in A to 
which ual(t), regarded as an element of the field of 6, corresponds under the 
elementary isomorphism. If c1 is an ordinal and n is a natural number, define CI 1 n as 
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follows. Let M: = b + k where j? is a limit ordinal or 0 and k is a natural number. Then 
a ’ n =  B+(k-4 ifk>n, 
P otherwise. 
Since r has cut degree 0, it is easy to see that sequents in Y can have only formulas 
of the following forms in their antecedents: 
Vx(Vy(y G x -+ Py) + Px) 
Vy(y 4 t -+ Py) --) Pt 
Pt 
s = t (tl 4 t2 is actually a case of this form), 
and can have only formulas of the following forms in their succedents: 
Vn[Vx(Vy(y 4 X + Py) + Px) + Pn] 
Vx(Vy(y 4 x + Py) + Px) -+ Pii 
VY(Y 4 t + PY) 
Pt 
s = t. 
Call a node in Y relevant if 
(a) no false equation occurs in the antecedent, 
(b) no true equation occurs in the succedent, 
(c) there is no occurrence of Pt in the antecedent and Ps in the succedent with 
d(t) = ml(s), 
(d) there is no occurrence of ti Q t + Prii in the succedent with vu&t) Q m, 
(e) there is no occurrence of Ps in the antecedent and 6 4 t ---f Prii in the succedent 
with ual(s) = m. 
Intuitively, irrelevant nodes are those whose sequents may have trivially short 
proofs. 
We require a measure of the complexity of the sequent attached to a relevant node. 
For a given relevant node N, let CI~ be the minimum (w.r.t. <) of 
{It I I Pt occurs in the succedent) 
u{ 1 r&l ( fi < t + hi, for some term t, occurs in the succedent) 
u{ I tl I Vy(y 4 t + Py) occurs in the succedent) 
414 IWVY(Y G x -+ Py) + Px) + Pii occurs in the succedent}. 
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c+, is undefined if all these sets are empty. For relevant N for which aN is defined, define 
the grade of N, #N, by 
#N = aN 1_ curd { 1 t ( 1 Pt occurs in the antecedent and 1 t) < c(N). 
Let ht(N) denote the ordinal tag on N. 
Claim. For any relevant node N for which #N is defined, ht(N) > #N. 
Proof of claim. Suppose not. We will show that there is an infinite branch through 
F (and hence an infinite descending sequence in A) of relevant nodes N for which 
ht(N) < #N. It suffices to show that any such node has an immediate predecessor 
with the same property. So let ht(N) < #N. Given the restriction on possible 
formulas at N, there are only a few possibilities for the inference at N. 
Case: The sequent at N is an axiom. This is impossible, because from the defini- 
tions nodes with axioms are irrelevant. 
Case: The inference at N is a cut of an equation s = t. If s = t is true, then the 
immediate predecessor with s = t in the antecedent is relevant; otherwise, the other 
immediate predecessor is relevant. In either case, one predecessor has smaller height 
and the same grade. 
Case: The inference at N is a cut of Pt. If 1 t I < MN, then the immediate predecessor 
of N in which Pt occurs in the antecedent is relevant, since the definition of a&! as 
a minimum of a certain set precludes any “clashes” with Pt which would render the 
predecessor irrelevant. If It I 2 EN, then at least one of the predecessors is relevant. In 
either case, moving up to the specified predecessor reduces the height, and reduces the 
grade by at most 1. 
Case: The inference at N is of the form 
r,m<t=>A,Pfi 
N: l-+A.rii<t-+Pti 
It is easy to check that the predecessor of N is relevant (m Q t is true), and that N and 
its predecessors have the same grade. 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
l-, Vx( Vy(y G x + Py) --, Px) * A, PI? 
N: I-*A,Vx(Vy(y<x+Py)+Px)+Pii 
Again, the predecessor of N is relevant and has the same grade. 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
r,Vy(y<t+Py)+Pt+A 
N: r, Vx(Vy(y G x + Py) -+ Px) - A 
This inference changes neither the relevance nor the grade. 
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If 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
P, Pt =c- A r =s. A, Vy(y < t + Py) 
N: T,Vy(y < t+Py)-+PtsA 
1 t/ < I+, then the upper left node is relevant and has grade as N. 
We now turn to the interesting cases. 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
N,: r=-A,fi<t+Prii for each m 
N: I’*A,Vy(y<t+Py) 
Letn=card{ItlIPt occursin Pand ItI <cI~}. Let aN=/?+ k whereflisalimitor 
0 and k is a natural number. 
Subcase: There is an m such that j? < (ti I < a,, and N, is relevant. Choose among all 
such m so that ( Gi I = fi + c is as large as possible. Then 
#N,,,=aN~‘card{ItlIPtoccursinPandItl<a~,} 
3 (/I + c) I (n - (k - c - 1)) 
= (/I + k) 1 (n + 1) 
=#N’l. 
Hence there is a relevant predecessor of N with grade reduced by at most 1. 
Subcase: For every m such that /? < Ifil < UN, N,,, is irrelevant. Since there are 
k such values of m and the only way for N,,, to be irrelevant is for Ps to occur in P with 
(sl = Itil, we conclude that n 2 k. Then #N = (/I + k) - n = p. Since h(N) < #N, 
there must be infinitely many m such that h(N) < Itil < #N. It is then easy to find to 
an m such that N,,, is relevant and #N,,, 2 h(N) > ht(N,,,). 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
N,: r * A, Vx(Vy(y < x + Py) + Px) + Pm 
N: I-*A,Vn[Vx(Vy(y<x+Py)+Px)+Pn] 
This case follows exactly the same analysis as the preceding case. 
This finishes the proof of the claim. 
The rest of the argument from here is easy. The root of Y has on it the sequent 
3 [Vx(Vy(y 4 x + Py) + Px) + Pn]. 
We trace up through the tree a branch of length k consisting only of cuts of atomic 
formulas, keeping always true equations and formulas Pt in the antecedent and false 
equations in the succedent, until we reach an application of the V-rule: 
N,: r * A, Vx(Vy(y 4 x -+ Py) 4 Px) -+ Pm 
N: 1-*A,Vn[Vx(Vy(y<x-*Py)+Px)-tPn] 
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where A contains only equations and r contains at most k formulas of the form Pt. 
Then ht(N,,,) >/ #N,,, 2 Ifi1 1 k, and so h(N) > Iriij 2 k for all m, so ht(root) > 
(Iti1 1 k) + k 3 ICiJ for all M, so ht(Y) > 2. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2.27 actually provides more information about provably 
inductive orderings. Suppose Q is any elementary ordering of limit type with elemen- 
tary successor and predecessor functions - not necessarily a subordering of the 
original ERONS - for which there is an a-DR proof figure of height y and cut degree 
0 proving transfinite induction on 4. The grade of a relevant node (which is an 
element of the field of -c) can be defined as before. The proof reveals that any node 
N has an immediate predecessor with grade #N, #N -L 1, or (if #N is a limit) 
arbitrarily high below #N, so for any m -C #N, there is a relevant node in the proof 
figure above N with grade m. Thus to each m in the field of G we may assign a set 
B, ordinals < y, consisting of the heights of all relevant nodes N such that # N = m. If 
k -c m, then for any ordinal in B, there is some smaller ordinal in Bk. 
This “multi-valued embedding” of G into A, can be converted into a descent 
recursive order-preserving injection into A, I using a trick due to Harrington and 
Takeuti (see [9, Theorem 13.61). Define ~L,EB, andf(n) by induction on n. Among 
0, 1, . . . , n - 1, find the X-largestj and Q -least k such thatj Q n G k. Pick a,, E B, such 
that CI, < c(h, and letf(n) =f(j) + w’“. (Make the obvious adjustment ifj or k does not 
exist.) It is easy to see that this works. The process of selecting an element of B, based 
on previous selections, by following branches through the proof figure to find 
appropriate nodes, is 0. CI -y. o-DR. However, as Harrington has observed, if the 
original ERONS is actually well-founded, we can find an embedding to A, which is 
recursive in 0’ by definingf(n) = the <-least element of B,. 
3. Refinement of the method 
In this section, we will examine more precise correspondences between the complexity 
of formulas used in proofs and the ordinals attached to those proof figures. For these 
purposes, the definition of cut degree embodied in definitions 2.1G2.12 needs refinement. 
Definition 3.1. The class of A,, formulas is the smallest class containing all atomic 
formulas and closed under Boolean combination and bounded quantification (i.e., if 
A is do, so are Vx(x < t -+ A) and 3x(x < t A A).) 
Definition 3.2. ZO = IZ, z A,,. A formula is C,+ 1 if it has the form 3x1 . . . lx,,4 where 
A is II,, and II,,, if it has the form Vxi . . . Vx, A, where A is C,. 
As is traditional, we will sometimes call a formula n, or C, if it is logically 
equivalent to the formula of the specified form. The next definition allows no such 
looseness. 
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Definition 3.3. Purely CO s purely Ii’, E do. A formula is purely C,, 1 if it has the 
form 3xA, where A is purely ZZ,, and is purely ll,+ 1 if it has the form VxA, where A is 
purely C,. 
In other words, purely C,,, 1 and purely ZI,, I formulas have exactly n + 1 alterna- 
tions of single unbounded quantifiers in front of a A0 formula. 
By the standard trick, pairing functions (which are of course part of the language) 
allow contraction of adjacent quantifiers of the same type in a formula into a single 
quantifier. Hence every formula is equivalent to one which is purely n,, or purely C,, 
modulo the pairing axiom. 
Definition 3.4. Let h be an elementary pairing function with corresponding elemen- 
tary projection functions j, , j,. Then Pr Ax is the axiom 
vxQ(jl(h(x, Y)) = x ~j#&y)y) = Y A U(x),j2(x)) = x). 
Definition 3.5. If A is n, (respectively Z,) we will use A * to denote a canonical purely 
ZZ, (respectively purely Z,) formula to which it is equivalent. (Since a formula’s place in 
the arithmetic heirarchy is not uniquely determined, we will specify what class is under 
consideration when it matters and is not clear from context.) 
Definition 3.6. If G is an ordering, then ZI,-IND( c) denotes the scheme of transfinite 
induction on -c, Ind(B, 0, restricted to 17, formulas B. Z,-IND( d) is defined sim- 
ilarly. fl,-TZ( <) is the theory axiomatized by primitive recursive defining equations 
and n,-Zlvo( 0. If -C is the usual ordering on w, we denote this subtheory of PA by 
II,-Id. In all such these cases, we adjoin a parenthetical “P” to indicate that the 
scheme or theory is formulated in the language with free predicate symbol P (as in 
Definition 2.2). 
Note that the formula Znd(B, K) is itself nn+2. 
We now replace Definition 2.10, to make it reflect our interest in quantifier 
complexity. 
The degree of a formula is defined inductively: 
(1) If A is do, then deg(A) = 0. 
(2) If deg(A) > 0, then deg(1 A) = deg(A) + 1. 
(3) If deg(A) > 0 or deg(B) > 0, then 
deg{AABorAVBorA -+ B} = max(deg(A), deg(B)) + 1. 
(4) deg{VxA or 3xA) = deg(A) + 1. 
The definition of cut degree then follows as before. Except for the meaning of 
“degree”, Theorem 2.19 is unaffected. 
The following lemma states some special cases we will need of what is obviously 
a more general phenomenon: 
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Lemma 3.7. There is an elementary cut-free proof of finite height for each of the 
following: 
(1) (vxA)* * A(x/t)* 
(2) A*,(A+B)*=B* 
(3) B* *(A -+ B)* 
(4) *A*,(A +B)* 
Proof. All of the proof figures are built from the root by simply peeling of the 
quantifiers in an appropriate order, and then unpacking the pairing functions in the 
do matrix; details are left to the reader. 0 
Lemma 3.8 (Compare Lemma 2.23). Suppose (A, <, . . . ) is an ERONS, I. is a limit 
ordinal in A, 4 is the restriction of -C to Al and B is IT,,. Then there is an elementary 
prooffigure F of height ;I + 1 and cut degree n + 1 such that 
9 I- * [lnd(B, <)I* 
Proof. The strategy is to take the proof figure described in the proof of Lemma 2.23 
and add * to all formulas which occur. The problem is that the inferences are no 
longer valid in the system; we will have to insert a (bounded) number of intermediate 
steps at each stage. 
First consider the root. Znd(B, <) has the form VkI . . . ‘v’k,Vn(Prog(B) + B(n)), 
where (Prog(B) + B(n)) is C,+ 1. Formally the parameters kI, . . . , k, are contracted 
into the outermost universal quantification to give a root sequent of the form 
WProg(B(f,(x),f2(x), . . . ,fm(x))) -, B(fl(x), . . . ,fn(x),fm+ I(X)))*; 
less formally, since the parameters are instantiated in all other nodes of the proof figure, 
we omit further reference to them. Thus we regard the root as arising by the inference 
* [Prog(B) + B(n)]* for each n 
* Vn[Prog(B) -+ B(n)]* 
Since [Prog(B) + B(n)]* is C,+ i, the lower sequent is indeed Znd(B, -K)*. 
In the proof of Lemma 2.23, the corresponding next inference up has the form 
Prog *B(n) 
3 Prog -+ B(n). 
We expand this inference to form the partial proof figure 
cut Prog * * B(n)* B(n)* = (Prog* -+ B(n)*)* 
Prog* *(Prog* + B(n)*)* * Prog*, (Prog* + B(n*)* cut 
+ (Prog* + B(n)*)* 
where the two sequents on the right have cut-free proofs of finite height by Lemma 3.7 
parts (3) and (4). Then the cut degree in this portion of the proof figure is n + 1 (from 
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Prog*). Finally note that these steps do fill in the appropriate gaps, since 
(Prog* + B(n))* is identical to (Prog -+ B(n))*)*. 
In a similar fashion, all of the gaps created when * is applied to sequents in the proof 
figure of Lemma 2.23 can be filled in with cuts involving sequents of the kind noted in 
Lemma 3.7. At worst, the cut formulas are of degree II + 1. A suitable resealing of the 
ordinal tags above the root completes the construction. 0 
We come now to the central theorem of this section, 
Theorem 3.9. Suppose (A, <, . . . ) is an ERONS, 1 is a limit ordinal in A, and 4 is the 
restriction of < to An. Suppose IT,-TI( -x) F B. Then 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
There is a primitive recursive proofjgure proving B of cut degree < n + 1 and height 
<1+0. 
There is a < 2” - o-DR (or, ifI = w, primitive recursive) prooffigure proving B of cut 
degree < n and height < 2” - w. 
There is a <2[“](2’* cr)) (or, if ,I = w and n = 0, primitive recursive) proof figure 
proving B of cut degree 0 and height <2r”1(2”-w). 
Proof. (1) Since B is a theorem of IT,-TI( x) one can prove B in first-order logic from 
assumptions consisting of 
(a) a finite number of defining equation for primitive recursive functions 
(b) a finite number of instances of induction for n,, formulas. 
By pairing, the formulas in (a) can be rolled into a single purely Zi’, sentence; call it 
AxI. By the standard trick, all the induction axioms in B can be combined into 
a single instance, Ind(C, i), where C is n,. 
Thus, one can prove B in first-order logic from the assumptions AxI, Pr Ax, and 
[Znd(C, <)I*. Then by Gentzen’s cut elimination theorem for first-order logic, there is 
an elementary proof figure Y of cut degree 0 and finite height proving 
AxI, Pr Ax, [Znd(C, <)I* =z-B. 
(A little effort is required to convert a Gentzen-style proof figure into one in our 
system; the main step is to replace a generalization on a free variable by an application 
of a V-right or Heft, in a very uniform fashion.) 
It is easily seen that there are elementary proof figures of finite height proving Ax1 
and Pr Ax. Weakenings of these can be joined to Y with cuts to produce the following 
elementary proof figure of finite height: 
\I 
F 
\I 
cut AxI, Pr Ax, Ind(C, x)* * B Pr Ax, Znd(C, <)* z= B, Ax1 
\I 
cut Pr Ax, Ind(C, K)* *B Znd(C, <)* * Pr Ax 
Znd(C, K)* *B 
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Iterated application of Lemma 2.18 gives a primitive recursive proof figure $ of finite 
height and cut degree 0, proving Ind(C, <)* = B. 
Let & be a weakening of the proof figure given in Lemma 3.8, of cut degree n + 1 
and height 2 + 1, proving S- Znd(C, <)*, B. Then F1 and Yz can be joined with a cut 
of In&c)*: 
cut Ind(C, <)* S. B * Ind(C, <)*, B 
*B 
Recall that Ind(C, <)* has degree n + 2 and initial quantifier V. Careful examina- 
tion of Case (4) (the V case) of Lemma 2.17 shows that eliminating this single cut 
creates a primitive recursive proof figure Fa of cut degree n + 1 and height 1 + k for 
some finite k (and not height 2 - 2 + 2 as the statement of the Lemma suggests). 
(2) A single application of Lemma 2.18 after part (1) produces a proof figure of cut 
degree <n and height <22+w = 2” -0. 
(3) Lemma 2.18 is applied after part (2) an additional n times. 0 
Note. Much of our analysis applies equally well to systems in finite languages which 
are rich enough to define the various notions needed. In such cases, an especially 
smooth and uniform treatment can be given in the preceding proof by taking 
Ind(C, i) to be a single universal instance of ZZ,-IND( 0 which implies all others, by 
employing a IZ, truth definition for Zl, sentences, n 3 1. 
Corollary 3.10. Suppose IT,-Znd k B. Then 
(1) There is a primitive recursive proof figure proving B of cut degree <n and 
height <02. 
(2) There is a primitive recursive proofjgure proving B of cut degree <n - 1 and height 
< oJw. 
(3) There is a <o [“+l]-DR proofjgure proving B of cut degree 0 and height <cotn+ ‘I. 
Proof. These are two special cases and an intermediate case of Theorem 3.9, with 
1=w. I-J 
Corollary 3.11. Suppose f is provably recursive in IT,-lnd for some n z 1; that is, 
f(x) = g(pyR(x, y)), where R is do, g is elementary, and ZZ,-lnd I- Vx 3yR(x, y). Then 
(1) f is <o~“+‘]-DR. 
(2) For some a < o[“+‘], f is eventually dominated by G, (see Definition 1.28). 
(3) If the ERONS is tamely presented below q,, then for some a < o#“+ ‘I, f is eventually 
dominated by the Hardy function h,. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.10, (3), there is a <o [“+l]-DR proof figure of cut degree 0 and 
height <wt”+‘l proving Vx3yR(x, y). By Proposition 2.22, f is <@+‘I-DR. 0 
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Corollary 3.12. Suppose ZI,-Znd k Vx 3yR(x, y), where R(x, y) is do. Then there is 
a primitive recursive function F such that VxR(x, F(x)). 
Proof. In the preceding corollary, set n = 1. 0 
Note. So far we have only discussed LI,-induction on orderings, using the fact that the 
statement of ZZ,-induction is II, + 2. Since the statement of &-induction on o also 
reduces to n,,,, all of the results apply equally well to C,-Ind. This is as it should be, 
since on o, &-induction is provably equivalent to n,-induction ([4]). 
As in Section 2, we now turn to provably inductive orderings, so we assume that the 
system under consideration has a free unary predicate P. Before using our machinery 
to produce bounds on the lengths of proofs for provably inductive orderings, we note 
positive results on orderings which can be seen to be provably inductive. 
Theorem 3.13. Suppose (A, x, . . . ) is an ERONS, I a limit ordinal in A. Then for all 
natural numbers n and k, Q~W(AL) is provably inductive in ll,+ 1 -TZ( 4, P). 
Proof. Fix k throughout. 
Case n = 0: Assume P is progressive on Ik; that is 
(Va ( dk)((V/3 4 a)Pj? + Pa). 
We want to show Va < IkPa, which can be reformulated: 
This is proven by k nested inductions on 1, where at each level the induction 
hypothesis is LI, with parameters. 
Case n 2 1: Assume P is progressive on 2t”1(1k), that is, 
(Va 4 2tn1(Jk))(Vfl 4 a)P/?) + Pa). 
Define a sequence of formulas Bj(a), 1 < j < n + 1: 
&(a): Pa, 
Bj+ l(a): %C(Vh 4 YIBj(S) + tvP 4 2”)Bj(Y + B)l. 
We note that each Ej is a nj formula. Next we show, by induction on j in the 
metalanguage, that Bj(a) is progressive; that is, Va[(Vq < a)Bj(q)) + Bj(a)]. 
Case j = 1: P is progressive, by assumption. 
Case from j to j + 1: This is handled by cases (not induction) depending on a. 
Case a = 0: Bj+l(a) asserts Vy[(Vd < Y)Bj(S) + Bj(y)]; which is to say Bj is pro- 
gressive - our induction hypothesis. 
Case a is a limit: This case is immediate, once the pieces are sorted out. To establish 
progressivity at a, assume Vq Q a Bj+ ,(v]). Consider Bj+ 1(a), and suppose y is given 
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such that Vd Q y B,(S). We need to show that for any fl Q 2”, Bj(y + fi) holds. But any 
such /3 is ~2’ for some v] Q LY, and since Bj+ 1(v) is assumed, the result follows. 
Case tl = ye + 1: To establish progressivity at ~1, assume in particular Bj+ 1(~). 
Suppose y is given such that V8 G y B,(S), and suppose b G 2” = 2” + 2”. If /? G 2”, 
then Bj(y + b) holds by Bj+ l(q). Otherwise, reason as follows. p = 2V + E, for some 
E < 2”. By Bj+ 1(~), (V< G 2”)Bj(y + 0, SO (Vd G y + 2’)Bj(6). NOW with y + 2’ in 
place of y and F in place of fl, Bj+ l(q) gives Bj(y + 2” + E). But this is just Bj(y + /I), as 
required. 
Now we have established that B,, 1 is a progressive tl,, 1 formula. Then as in the 
case n =O, we can prove VC+~VQ-~ ...V~oB,+l(ak_l.~“k-l + ... +ao), where 
each Cli < 2, by nested Il,,, 1 -inductions. Hence (Vu G lk) B, + 1 (GI). Unravel B, + 1(a) by 
setting y = 0 to obtain (Va 4 nk)(Vb Q 2”)B,(/3), which is (VP Q 2’k)B,(/?). Iterated 
unravelings with y = 0 at each step until j = 1 yields V/3 4 2r”1(1k)P(fi), as re- 
quired. 0 
As a concrete example, we get the known result. 
Corollary 3.14. If1 < 0 [n+21, then <A is provably inductive in Ii’,+ 1 -Ind(P). 
We now proceed to the appropriate analogue of Theorem 2.27, to establish lower 
bounds on the height proofs of transfinite induction. We first need some auxiliary 
notions, in order to state the lemmas simply. Let 4 be an initial segment of an 
ERONS, and Y a proof of cut degree 0 of transfinite induction on Q, i.e., 
F F *Vn[Vx(Vy(y < x -+ Py) + Px) -3 Pn] 
(Recall that this formula is denoted Znd(P, G).) Then every formula in every sequent of 
Y has one of the following forms: 
(1) Znd(P, K) in a succedent, 
(2) Vx(Vy(y -K x -+ Py) + >x) + Pri in a succedent, 
(3) Vy(y < t + Py) in a succedent, 
(4) Vx(Vy(y Q x + Py) -+ Px) in an antecedent, 
(5) Vy(y -c t + Py) -+ Pt in an antecedent, 
(6) A,. 
Definition 3.15. Let N be a node with sequent r 3 A in which every formula has one 
of the form (l)-(6) above. A schematic for N is a sentence which is a boolean 
combination of formulas PE for k < co, obtained from r * A as follows: 
(a) Formulas in r * A of forms (l), (4), and (5) are deleted. 
(b) Formulas of form (2) are replaced by Pii. 
(c) Formulas of form (3) are replaced by PE, where k = vaZ(t). 
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(d) do formulas are expanded recursively, according to the rules: 
(i) ‘v’x(x < t --+ A) is replaced by A(x/O) A ... A ,4(x/k - l), where k = ual(t), 
(ii) 3n(x < t A A) is replaced by A(x/O) V ... V A(x/k - l), where k = t&(t). 
(e) All terms are evaluated to numerals. 
(f) True equations are replaced by PO V iP@ false equations are replaced by 
PO A-lPO. 
(g) The resulting sequent r’ * d ’ is converted into the single sentence lx\ r’ + W A ‘. 
If r + A is a sequent, let (r =S A)# denote its schematic; similarly, if A is do, let A# 
denote the result of applying steps (d)-(f). 
Definition 3.16. A node, its sequent, and its schematic are positive if the schematic is 
evaluated as True when all atomic formulas PE are assigned to be True. 
Definition 3.17. The norm of a positive node N of its sequent, and of its schematic, is 
the <-least m such that the schematic will necessarily be evaluated True if Pk is 
assigned to be True for all k $ m. 
Roughly speaking, the norm is the number of steps needed to establish the sequent 
in a direct proof by induction. Note that the norm of a schematic can easily be 
determined, since it must be a number m such that Pti occurs as a subformula (or else 
0). Plainly the norm of a schematic is invariant under logical equivalence, which 
permits a degree of flexibility in the handling of schematics. In particular, the 
following alternative characterizations of the norm are useful: 
If a schematic is in conjunctive normal form, then it is a conjunction of clauses of 
the form 
1 Ps, v ... v -lPs, v Pt, v .” v Pt,, 
where we may assume that for all i,j, Si # tj, and that tl -c t2 4 ... -c t,. Then the 
norm is the <-maximum of the various tl over all conjuncts. It is also easy to check 
that the norm of A A B = max, (norm of A, norm of B) and that the norm of 
A V B Q min, (norm of A, norm of B). A sharpening of this latter inequality which we 
will use is that if Pfi does not occur in A, then the norm of A V Pfi = min, (norm of 
A, m). Finally, note that initial sequents in a proof figure have norm 0. 
Definition 3.18. Suppose the norm of a node N is o 0 fi + k, where k < w. Then /3 will 
be called the grade of N, denoted #N. 
Lemma 3.19. Suppose F is a proofjgure of cut degree 0 proving Znd(P, 0, and N is 
a node in F with grade # N = j?. Then for any y < fi, there is an immediate predecessor 
of N with grade 2 y. 
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Proof. By cases, depending on the inference at N. (Compare the proof of Theorem 
2.27) It is easily seen that N has an immediate predecessor with the same norm (and 
thus the same grade) if the inference at N is any of the following: 1 -Right, 1 -Left, 
+-Right, -+-Left, A -Right, and V -Left, where the formulas involved in the infer- 
ence are do. If the inference at N is A -Left or V -Right, again with A0 formulas, then 
the norm of the immediate predecessor is the norm of N. Inferences of the form 
r,Vy(y<t+Py)-*Pt=-d 
r, b’x( b’y(y < x -+ Py) -+ Px) =S A 
have no effect on the norm at all. 
The remaining cases involve more work. 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
r * A, A(x/fi) for all m 
where VxA is do. Then A has the form x < t -P B, where B is do. Let k = d(t). Then 
the schematic of N is (logically equivalent to) 
(r =S A)# V [B(x/@# A ... A B(x/m)#], 
while for any m such that m -L k, the schematic of the mth predecessor is (r * A)# V 
Wxl*)#, whose norm is at least as large. 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
r, A(x/ti) * A for all m 
r,3xA*A 
where 3xA is A,. This case is dual to the preceding case. 
Case: The inference has the form 
T-A, A(x/s) 
r*A,3xA 
where 3xA is A,,. Then A has the form x < t A B. Let k = d(t). Then the schematic of 
N is 
(r a A)# v B(x/O)‘# v ... v B(x/k)1)“, 
whose norm is no greater than the norm of 
(r =s. A)” V (s < t A B(x/s))#, 
whether or not t&(s) < d(t). 
Case: The inference has the form 
r, A(x/s) *A 
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This case is dual to the preceding case. Now to the crucial cases. 
Case: The inference is a cut of a A0 formula A: 
r,A=A r-A,A 
l-ad 
If P - A has norm k, then there is some assignment of True to PM for all m 4 k, False 
to PE, and an appropriate choice of True or False to all other Pii, such that (r =s. A)# 
is evaluated as False. Whichever of A# or (1 A)# is evaluated as False under this 
assignment determines which of P *A, A or r, A + A is guaranteed to have norm 
k (since, for example, if (1 A)# is False under the assignment, then (P, A +- A)# z 
(r + A)# V (1 A)# has norm k). 
Case: The inference at N has the form 
r,Pt*A r*A,vy(yit+Py) 
r,Vy(y<t+Py)+Pt*A . 
Let k = vu/(t). Then the schematics of the two predecessors are (logically equivalent 
to) 
(r*A)# VlPE and (r=A)” V PE 
respectively. This case then follows the pattern of the preceding case. 
Case: The inference has the form 
r=>A,mGt--,Ptil 
r a A, vy(y Q t + Py) 
for all m 
Recall that y is given c/3 = #N, and note that /I 8 d(t). Choose m such that 
m = w - y + n for some n < w, and such that Pm does not occur in (r + A)#. Then the 
norm of P * A, rii 4 t --+ Pfi is equal to min, (norm of r 3 A, o. y + n), because 
fi G t is True, so for this choice of m, the sequent P =S A, rii G t + Prii has grade B y. 
Case: The inference has the form 
r=z-A,Vx(Vy(y~x-+Py)+Px)-+Pfi for all n 
r =S A, Vn(Vy(y G x --* Py) + Px + Pn) 
This follows the preceding case, but more easily; pick an n which is ZX= any term 
appearing in (r * A)#. 0 
Clearly, only the next to last case in this proof involved the grade per se instead of 
the norm. In that case, the o-size blocks were required in order to pick m in such a way 
that Pr?i would not become logically entangled with (P * A)#. 
Lemma 3.20. Zf a node in a proof of Znd(P, <) of cut degree 0 has grade /I, then it has 
height 2 j3. 
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Proof. Otherwise, by the preceding Lemma, we could find an infinite branch through 
,Y of nodes all of whose grades exceeded their heights, as in the proof of Theorem 
2.27. 0 
From this lemma we immediately get: 
Theorem 3.21. Let (A, <, . . ) be an ERONS, 1~ A, I = w-y, and G the restriction 
of < to Al. Let T be a proofjgure proving Ind(P, -c) tagged with ordinals from A. 
(1) IjS has cut degree 0, then ht(T) 3 y. 
(2) 4f.Y has cut degree n, then 2[“l(ht(Y)) 3 ‘J. 
Proof. (1) The root of Y has its sequent z Znd(P, -c). We can follow a branch up 
throiugh Y-, past cuts and other inferences involving A,, formulas, choosing always 
a predecessor which is not positive, until we reach a node whose inference is V-Right, 
of the form 
Z- - A, Vx( Vy(y G x + Py) -+ Px) -+ Pii for all n 
rd A, Znd(P, <) 
The predecessors in this inference have grades arbitrarily high below y, so by 
Lemma 3.20 the node displayed has height at least y, so ht(7) > y. 
(2) Follows from (1) and Theorem 2.19. 0 
4. Metamathematical consequences 
In this section we reap some of the metamathematical rewards of the previous work. 
Let (A, <, . . . ) be a system which provably in PA satisfies clauses (i)-(vi) of 
Definition 1.1 (i.e., all the axioms of an ERONS except well-foundedness) and closed 
under +, a, and wX. 
Definition 4.1. For each a E A, ERWF( G, a) is the scheme 
V~~u(f(~,y)Bf(~,y+l)Vf(x,y)~AVa~~f(.;,y)) 
for each (definition of an) elementary functionf: 
ER WF( G) is the scheme 
6 3y(f6, Y) < f(i, y + 1) V f(; y)# A) 
for each elementary function f: 
The schemes PRWF( G, a) and PRWF( G) are defined identically, except that 
f ranges over primitive recursive functions. 
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With these axiom schemes, we define two extensions of EFA, both asserting that 
A is in fact an ERONS. 
Definition 4.2. DRA( <) (Descent Recursive Arithmetic) is the theory whose axioms 
are EFA + (i)-(vi) of Definition 1.1 + ERWF( d, a) for each a~ A. 
DRA( =c+) is the theory whose axioms are EFA + (i)-(vi) of Definition 1.1 + 
ER WF( <). 
The difference, of course, is that DRA( -c) asserts only the non-existence of elemen- 
tary infinite descending sequences below each fixed a E A. (DRA( d) is the theory 
denoted ETZ( K) in [7].) 
Theorem 4.3. DRA( -c) and ATZ( -c) prove the same ZZ2 sentences. 
Proof. It is immediate that ATZ( 6) includes DRA( -c). On the other hand, DRA( -c) 
suffices to carry out the proof theory from Section 2 for any finite fragment of 
ATZ( G). Hence if ATZ( d) I- VxIyR(x, y), Theorem 2.24 provides a proof in 
DRA(<). 0 
We get a similar result by examining the stronger statement of well-foundedness. 
Definition 4.4. If Y is a theory, the l-consistency of 5 is the scheme 
PrY(A)-+A 
for ,X1 formulas A with parameters. (If F has a ,X,-truth predicate, then the scheme 
can be collapsed to a single sentence.) 
The l-consistency of F is also known as Z,-reflection for F. 
Theorem 4.5. The following are equivalent over PRA: 
(i) l-consistency of ATZ( <), 
(ii) PRWF( -x+), 
(iii) ERWF( -=c’). 
Proof. (i) * (ii) Assume the l-consistency of ATZ( K). Supposefis a primitive recur- 
sive function into A. Let a =f(O). By means of the axiom ZND( e), 
ATZ( <) t- 3xf(x) $ f(x + 1). 
By l-consistency, there is such an x. 
(ii) * (iii) Immediate. 
(iii) a(i) Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3. Assume ERWF( g+). If ATZ( d) t- 
3yA, where A is do with parameters, then the proof theory (which can be carried out in 
DRA( -c+)) shows that for any choice of parameters, such y exists. 0 
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